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Introduction and Background 

A. Witness Identification 

Please state your name and business address. 
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My name is John Hengtgen. My business address is 1708 Freedom Court, Mount 

Prospect, Illinois 60056. 

Are you the same John Hengtgen who provided direct and rebuttal testimony on 

behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company ("CornEd") in this proceeding? 

Yes. 

B. Purposes of Testimony 

What are the purposes of your surrebuttal testimony? 

The first purpose of my surrebuttal testimony is to respond to the rebuttal testimony of 

Illinois Commerce Commission (the "Commission" or "ICC") Staff ("Staff') witness 

Daniel Kahle (Staff Exhibit ("Ex.") 15.0), Illinois Attorney General's Office I AARP 

("AG/AARP") witnesses Michael Brosch (AG/AARP Ex.3.0) and David Effron 

(AGI AARP Ex. 4.0), Citizens Utility Board ("CUB") witness Ralph Smith (CUB 

Ex. 3.0), and Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers ("IIEC") witness Michael Gorman 

(IIEC Ex. 2.0) on the subject of CornEd's cash working capital ("CWC") requirement 

and, more specifically, to respond to the following issues discussed by those witnesses: 

1. Determination ofthe Collections Lag of CornEd; 

2. The appropriate Lag and Leads for the Energy Assistance Charges and 

Renewable Energy Charges ("EAC/REC"), the Gross Receipts TaxlMunicipal 
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Utility Tax ("GRTIMUT"), the Illinois Electricity Excise Tax ("IEET"), and 

the City of Chicago Infrastructure Maintenance Fee ("CIMF"); 

3. The Lead for Intercompany Billing; 

4. The Revenue Lag and Expense Lead of Employee Benefits - Pension and 

Other Post Employment Benefits ("OPEB"); 

5. The appropriate amount of accounts payable related to non-AFUDC 

Construction Work in Progress ("CWIP") to be included in the CWC amount; 

6. The inclusion of a 40lK Match amount and the appropriate lead value in the 

CWC calculations and a small revision to the Employee Benefits - Other 

amount; 

7. The impact of Negative Current State and Federal Income Taxes in the CWC 

calculation; and 

8. Three issues related to Staffs CWC calculations that need correction. 

The second purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to present a revised calculation of 

CornEd's cash working capital requirement. 

C. Summary of Conclusions 

Please summarize the conclusions of your snrrebuttal testimony. 

For reasons I discuss in my surebuttal testimony, I conclude as follows: 

I. The collection lag as filed by CornEd of 34.23 days should be accepted by the 

Commission and the proposed collection lags of AG/ AARP witness Brosch 

and CUB witness Smith should be rejected. 

2. The lag for pass through taxes as filed by CornEd of 51.25 days is identical to 

the overall revenue lag and should be accepted by the Commission. The 
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proposed lags by Staff witness Kable, AGI AARP witness Brosch, CUB 

witness Smith, and lIEC witness Gorman should be rejected. The leads for 

the GRTIMUT, IEET and the CIMF amounts by CornEd in direct should be 

accepted and the updated lead for the EAC/REC as described in my rebuttal 

testimony should be accepted by the Commission. 

3. The lead for intercompany billings as filed by CornEd of30.55 days should be 

accepted by the Commission and the proposed leads by Staff witness Kahle, 

AG/AARP witness Brosch, and CUB witness Smith should be rejected. 

4. The full revenue lag of 51.25 days as filed by CornEd should be used for the 

revenues associated with Pension and OPEB and should be accepted by the 

Commission. The use of zero revenue lag proposed by AG/AARP witness 

Brosch and CUB witness Smith should be rejected. 

5. The non-AFUDC CWIP amount of ($256,000) as described in this surrebuttal 

testimony should be approved by the Commission (provided that non-AFUDC 

CWIP is included in rate base) and the amounts being proposed by AG/AARP 

witness Brosch, CUB witness Smith and Staff witness Kahle should be 

rejected; 

6. The amount for the 40lK Match amount and the lead as described in this 

surrebuttal testimony should be accepted by the Commission and the 

proposals regarding the 40lK Match made by AG/AARP witnesses Effron 

and Brosch should be rejected or corrected; 

7. The updated CWC calculations for the negative current state and federal 

income tax and the comparable impact on deferred income taxes as described 
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in my rebuttal testimony and updated here in my surrebuttal should be 

accepted by the Commission. 

8. There are three issues related to Staffs CWC calculations that are incorrect 

and should be corrected by the Commission in the final order. 

9. CornEd's revised cash working capital requirement is $38,138,000, calculated, 

in brief, as follows. 

S ummary 0 fCWCR t eqmremen s 

CWC 
Line Description Requirements 

(A) (B) 

1 REVENUE LAGS $164,086,000 
2 EXPENSE LEADS $(165,600,000) 
3 OTHER NON REVENUE, NON EXPENSE ITEMS - CASH INFLOW $87,690,000 
4 OTHER NON REVENUE, NON EXPENSE ITEMS - CASH OUTFLOW $(47,782,000) 
5 NON-AFUDC CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PROGRESS (CWIP) $(256,000) 

CASH WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENT 
6 Col (B) Line 1- Col (B) Line 2 + Col (B) Line 3 - Col (B) Line 4 - Col (B) Line 5 $38,138,000 

D. Itemized Attachments to Surrebuttal Testimony 

Are you sponsoring any attachments to your rebuttal testimony? 

Yes, I am sponsoring CornEd Ex. 25.1 described below. 

Cash Working Capital (CWC) 

A. Collections Lag 

What is your understanding of the proposals and continued concerns of the parties 

regarding ComEd's calculation of the collection lag? 

AG/AARP witness Mr. Brosch, CUB witness Mr. Smith, and !lEC witness Mr. Gorman 

continue to argue against the process used by CornEd to calculate the collection lag and 

that a reduction to the collection lag should be made. I do not agree with those positions 

and they should be rejected. I will respond to specific concerns of each party below. 
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What is your understanding of Mr. Brosch's continued concerns regarding the 

collection lag? 

Mr. Brosch has concerns that CornEd uses an accounts receivable aging analysis which 

includes the use of aging intervals, midpoints and certain grace periods and that CornEd 

has not reflected an estimate of uncollectible amounts in its calculation. 

With respect to aging intervals Mr. Brosch has stated the use of aging intervals is 

"flawed" (AG/AARP Ex. 3.0, line 425), and that there are "frailties" (Ex. 3.0, line 

312) of this approach. How do you respond? 

As I indicated in my rebuttal testimony, use of aging intervals along with appropriate 

midpoint assumptions has been accepted by the ICC in many recent rate cases. This 

approach is not frail or flawed and it's the standard that has been set and used in Illinois 

for use in determining the collection lag. It is also the process that was previously used 

by CornEd in its most recent rate case. Describing the process as frail or flawed is 

nothing more than describing previous Commission's decisions in the same light. 

What about his criticism of the use of grace periods? 

In his direct testimony, Mr. Brosch referred to ComEd's grace period assu!uptions as 

"equally crude" (AG/ AARP Ex. 1.0, 24:507), but apparently in rebuttal is wavering in his 

opinion on CornEd's use of grace periods. He responded "Not really" when asked the 

question: "Do have a concern with the grace periods that were used in CornEd's study?" 

As I have indicated in my rebuttal testimony, grace periods are a conservative assumption 

that has kept the collection lag lower than it really is, and that was proved out in ComEd 

Ex. 16.1 where I eliminated the grace periods from ComEd's original calculation of the 
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collection lag. ComEd Ex. 16.1 was filed with my rebuttal testimony and the calculations 

are still current and do not require an update in surrebuttal. 

At lines 469-484, Mr. Brosch implies that your recalculation of the collection lag 

shown on CornEd Ex. 16.2 somehow is "disingenuous aud potentially misleading". 

Do you have any comments on his statement? 

Yes. That was not my intent of that section of my rebuttal testimony as my intent was 

only to show another potential calculation of the collection lag and support the collection 

lag proposed by ComEdo I first recalculated the collection lag in ComEd Ex. 16.1 in 

order to illustrate what the collection lag would be without grace periods because as I 

stated above Mr. Brosch was criticizing the use of grace periods in his direct. Then, for 

illustrative purposes only, I used the recalculated collection lag without the grace periods 

from ComEd Ex. 16.1 and also included Mr. Brosch's uncollectible impact in a 

recalculation shown in ComEd Ex. 16.2. In no way did I attribute this calculation to 

Mr. Brosch and again to be clear, it was done in order to confirm or support both 

ComEd's conservative assumptions being used and the overall' collection lag being 

proposed. 

Mr. Brosch continues to criticize CornEd's inclusion of uncollectible accounts in its 

calculations and adds that "It is necessary to at least correct CornEd's estimated 

revenue collection lag to account for the uucollectible accounts portion of the 

Accounts Receivable balances that are used in the Company's calculation." 

(AG/AARP Ex. 3.0, lines 328-330) Do you agree? 
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No. I have provided reasons in my rebuttal as to why uncollectibles should not be 

excluded and further explain below. 

In rebnttal, Mr. Brosch has made additional statements and references to 

un collectibles in support of his adjustment to eliminate uncollectible accounts. Do 

you have any comments on these statements? 

Yes. In numerous spots in his rebuttal testimony between lines 328 and 371, Mr. Brosch, 

while describing uncollectible amounts uses phrases and terms like "will not be 

collected" (331), "cannot be collected" (338), "no cash flow" (339) and "Uncollectible 

accounts do not yield any cash flow" (369). Then on lines 372-373 Mr. Brosch makes 

the statement "uncollectibles are, in fact, fully collected from other customers who do 

pay their bills." It is the timing of these collections from other customers which 

Mr. Brosch does not understand and mistakenly assumes happens without any impact on 

the collection lag or any impact on CornEd with respect to lost time value of money. 

At lines 402-405, Mr. Brosch states 'There is no lost "time value of money" involved 

at all, because the allowance for uncollectibles is a recurring accrual-basis entry on 

the books that immediately recognizes the uncollectible portion of currently 

recorded revenues." Do you agree with this statement? 

No, for the most part. I believe that Mr. Brosch does not understand the process that 

CornEd uses to record its uncollectible accounts. The above statement appears to mean 

that Mr. Brosch thinks that CornEd accrues its uncollectible debt expense based on a 

percentage of currently recorded revenues while in reality CornEd calculates its bad debt 

expense based on accounts receivable aging amounts and risk factors, i.e., meaning that 
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in general uncollectible expense is recorded as the receivables age. There may be some 

exceptions and some portion of uncollectible expense recorded based on current revenues 

if certain customers have risk factors that would require immediate recognition as 

uncollectible. Because uncollectible expense is recorded as the receivables age, this 

means that there is a time value of money associated with these uncollectible amounts 

and including these amounts in aged receivable balances is a way of capturing that cost. 

Mr. Brosch also states that there is no delay in ComEd's ability to recover its 

uncollectible expense because of Rider UF. Do you agree with this statemeut? 

No, it is my understanding that the revenues collected under Rider UF are subject to the 

same lag as all other revenue and does not capture the loss in time value of money for the 

amounts recovered through Rider UF. 

Mr. Brosch refers to Amereu IlIiuois Compauy's (Ameren) filing in Docket 

No. 12-0001 as support that the calculation of the collection lag should be based ou 

aged receivables that have had uucollectible accoulJts eliminated. Do you hllve any· 

comments on this? 

Yes. First, it is somewhat· ironic that, after his severe criticism of-CornEd's use of aged 

receivables and midpoints, Mr. Brosch would use a lead lag study that also uses aged 

receivables and midpoints for calculation of its collection lag to bolster any argument that 

he is making. Second, I believe that Mr. Brosch's use of Ameren is an "apples to 

oranges" comparison. I reviewed Ameren's Schedule C-16, page 5 of 5, filed in that 

docket and it indicates that Ameren's uncollectible expense associated with Service 

Revenues are determined using the percent of revenue method". As I described above, 
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CornEd uses aged receivables and risk factors and not a percent of revenue metbod to 

calculate its bad debt expense so a comparison to Ameren regarding treatment of 

uncollectibles is not appropriate. 

Any last observations regarding the Ameren filing referred to by Mr. Brosch? 

Yes. While I have not reviewed Ameren' s filing in this docket and the lead lag study 

filed in detail, it should be noted that Ameren's proposed collection lag is 30.67 days 

(AG/AARP Ex. 3.2). This is just 1.76 days less than the collection lag being proposed by 

CornEd in this proceeding. Even with the differences in the uncollectible methods being 

used, these facts would suggest that a comparison to Ameren supports more than 

discredits CornEd's proposed collection lag. 

At line 314-323, Mr. Brosch indicates that there is new evidence in this proceeding, a 

sampling of customer bills that does not show a significaut pattern of past due 

balances, that somehow casts serious donbt on CornEd's proposed collection lag. Do 

you have any comlJ1ents? 

Yes. While this may be new evidence, even Mr. Brosch indicates that this new evidence 

was not a statistically representative sample. So reliance on this evidenee should be 

suspect. There also is new evidence regarding more than $30 million in late payment 

fees received by CornEd from late paying customers in Calendar Year 2010 (CornEd 

Ex. 4.1, App. 10 and CornEd Ex. 16.0,7:139-140). This evidence clearly indicates that 

CornEd has many customers that pay late and that fact has not been disputed in this case. 
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In their rebnttal testimonies Mr. Smith and Mr. Gorman also continue their 

criticism of the collection lag based on the theory that uncollectible expense amounts 

should be eliminated. Do you have any comments on his rebuttal testimony? 

Yes, many of the reasons I provided in rebuttal and that I provided in response to 

Mr. Brosch's criticism above also apply to Mr. Smith's and Mr. Gorman's position on 

this issue so I will not repeat those again. 

Has Mr. Smith addressed any specific concerns or made any statements apart from 

the ones made by Mr. Brosch that you'd like to address? 

Yes, he implies that comparison of other utilities collection lag is not a good frame of 

reference because "they could suffer from the same deficiencies that CornEd's collection 

lag does ... " (CUB Ex. 3.0, 9:170-171), and that "CornEd has not demonstrated that the 

collection lags of those other utilities were subjected to a similar level of challenge, 

analysis and regulatory scrutiny" (CUB Ex. 3.0, 9: 172-174). 

D.o you agree with his concern? 

No, first I do not believe that CornEd's process has any deficiencies, and that is supported 

by my testimony in this proceeding and was confirmed by the Commission accepting this 

process in CornEd's last rate case. Many similar arguments were made in that case and 

rejected by the ICC. Second, while I'm not aware of all the challenges, analysis and 

scrutiny that occurred in those other cases, it certainly is factual that these amounts were 

accepted by the Commission in those proceedings, the process being used by CornEd in 

this case is similar in many aspects to those cases, so reference to those cases is proper. 
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Last, as I stated in my rebuttal, CornEd's proposed collection lag compares favorably to 

all of the other utilities which I referenced. 

Has Mr. Gorman addressed any specific concerns or made any statements apart 

from the ones made by Mr. Brosch and Mr. Smith that yon'd like to address? 

Yes. Mr. Gorman has stated "Mr. Hengtgen's acknowledgement of a flaw In his 

methodology and the absence of an explanation of why CornEd's proposed collection lag 

is more than 13 days beyond the tariff prescribed 21-day payment period, that CornEd's 

calculated collection lag is excessive and unreliable." (IIEC Ex. 2.0, 16:358-361) I have 

not acknowledged any flaw in the methodology. I assume that he is referring to the fact 

that I have agreed that uncollectible amounts are included in the aged receivable balance 

used, but I have fully explained the reasons this is done in both my rebuttal testimony and 

again in more detail here in surrebuttal. I have also given reasons CornEd's collection lag 

is more than the 21 days that Mr. Gorman's refers to in his testimony. 

B. EAC/REC and GRTIMUT 

Staff witness Kahle, AG/AARP witness Brosch, CUB witness Smith, and IIEC 

witness Gorman' continue to a<lvocate their positions that there should be a zero lag 

for the EACIREC and the GRT/MUT and that CornEd's CWC calculation should 

reflect that CornEd has use of the money for approximately 35 days and 45 days, 

respectively. Do you continue to disagree with their positions? 

Yes, neither position is correct. Mr. Smith has not included any new testimony In 

rebuttal on this issue, so I will not be addressing his rebuttal testimony. I respond to the 

others' rebuttal testimony below. 
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Why do you continue to think there should there be a lag and that it is not zero? 

The lag reflects the length of time that it takes to receive the cash inflow (or payment 

received) from the ratepayer to CornEd which has been fully explained and supported in 

my direct and rebuttal testimonies. The lag is completely independent of the lead 

calculation which reflects the cash outflow (or payment to the taxing authority). As I 

have explained in my direct and rebuttal testimonies it is appropriate to reflect a lag and 

that lag is identical to the total revenue lag as the amounts are collected from the 

customers at the same time and in the same manner based on customer payments of 

utility bills. You cannot simply ignore this lag as the other parties have done. 

Does Mr. Kahle agree with your rebuttal testimony that the EACIREC statutes 

contain language that states the charges should be considered a charge for utility 

service? 

Yes, but even though he agrees, he still does not agree that there is a lag in collection of 

those amounts. 

Why does he not agree with you then that a lag exists? 

He chalks my position up to "form ahead of substance". (Ex. 15.0, 3:54) In reality it is 

Mr. Kahle's position and unsupported or factually incorrect statements that reflect form 

over substance as he continues to try to cloud and confuse the issue of the proper lag for 

these items. The facts surrounding these charges are that CornEd collects these amounts 

like any other cash payments from its customers and there is a lag just like all pass 

through taxes and other revenue collected from the customers. 

Do you have another example of Mr. Kahle trying to cloud the issue? 
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Yes, on page 3 of his rebuttal testimony he states: "Moreover, the statutory reference to 

EAC/REC does not include any reference to CWe. There is nothing in Mr. Hengtgen's 

statutory reference that requires EACIREC to have the same lag as any other receipt by 

the Company or no lag at all." Of course the statutes governing these charges would not 

have a reference to CWC as CWC is a ratemaking concept to be included in rate base to 

set utility rates. Among other things, the statutes describe the tax or charge, who and or 

what is subject to tax or charge and when payment of the taxes or charges are due. There 

would be no reason that these statutes would address ratemaking concepts or ewc 

specifically. This section of Mr. Kahle's testimony does not make sense and the only 

reason that I can think that he has included it is to cloud or confuse the issue. 

On page 4 of his testimony, Mr. Kahle states that "Mr. Hengtgen also argues that 

EACIREC and GRTIMUT should have the same lag as operating revenue because 

the Company does not follow the state statutes and the municipal ordinances which 

set forth the due dates for each charge or tax". He references CornEd Ex. 16.0, 

page 14. Did you make this argumeut or make a statement or statements even close 

to this? 

No, I did not. I have been clear in my testimony that the lag and leads are separate and 

one is not dependent on the other. Either Mr. Kahle does not understand the issue or it is 

another example ofMr. Kahle attempting to cloud or confuse the issue. 

On page 5 of his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Kahle indicates that his proposal would be 

no additional bnrden on CornEd, as his proposal is the same as the Commission 

approved in the last case. Do you agree? 
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No. Mr. Kahle's proposal is similar to the outcome of the last case. However, it is a 

continuing issue (burden) for CornEd. CornEd has not yet made any changes in its 

payment schedules. However, if a similar decision is made in this case, CornEd would be 

penalized or burdened again and as I stated in my rebuttal testimony, CornEd would need 

to consider making a change in its payment schedules. 

Also on page 5 of his testimony, in discussing your testimony regarding the impact 

on the programs receiving these funds, Mr. Kahle states: "I am not proposing any 

changes to the Company's procedures. My proposed number of lag days for pass 

throngh taxes is consistent with the prior rate case. Mr. Hengtgen did not indicate 

the Commission's decisiou in the prior rate case had any impact on the programs 

receiving these fnnds." Do yon have any comments on these statements? 

Yes. Mr. Kahle appears to be missing the point. While he is not proposing a change in 

procedures, his proposal is different than how CornEd remits these amounts. Therefore 

his proposal is contrary to CornEd's procedures. CornEd has not yet made any changes 

in how it remits these taxes as the Order in Docket No. 10-0467 was only issued 

9 months ago. My testimony in rebuttal was that if the Commission makes a decision 

accepting Staff s proposal again, CornEd would continue to be penalized and if that 

happens CornEd would have to consider making a change to its payment schedules. If 

that happens there would be an impact on the programs receiving these funds. 

In lines 539 to 548 of his rebuttal testimony, Mr. Brosch addresses a statement from 

your testimony that discusses the statutory due date compared to the actual due 

date. In his answer in that section, he calculates an amount of $39 million being 
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attributable to this difference. Do you have any comments on this part of his 

testimony? 

Yes, I do not disagree with the amount of $39 million that he has calculated. However, 

that $39 million is a combination of two issues as I described them in my rebuttal 

testimony, not one issue as implied by Mr. Brosch in this referenced Q&A. The first 

issue is that the payments are made based on billings and not collections, and that results 

in CornEd paying these amounts earlier than required and even earlier than collected. 

The second issue is making the monthly payments a few days earlier than the statutory 

due date. The combination of these two issues makes up the $39 million referenced by 

Mr. Brosch. 

In responding to your testimony regarding the possible change by CornEd of 

remitting its GRT/MUT hased on collections instead of hillings, Mr. Gorman states 

that: "The change to actual revenues collected versus billed revenues would not 

necessitate a missed payment or skipped payment to the municipalities. The change 

would have little impact on the amomits sent to the municipalities." (IIEC Ex. 2.0, 

17 :386-392) Do you agree with his conclusion? 

No, I do not. Mr. Gorman includes a simple example to support his testimony but I 

disagree and do not believe it is accurate. If CornEd is forced to consider a change in its 

payment schedules, as I stated in my rebuttal testimony, a missed payment and a second 

partial payment would be required during the first two months after a change is made. In 

the second year, the amounts would be the same but there definitely would be 

substantially less remitted to the municipalities in the first year of the change. 
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City of Chicago Infrastructure Maintenance Fee (CIFM) 
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Staff witness Kahle coutinues to include a service lead in his lead days for the IEET 

and the CIFM but he has eliminated the service lag from the lag days he uses. Do 

you continue to disagree with this position? 

Yes, it is incorrect as I explained in my rebuttal testimony. It is also inconsistent with the 

Order in Docket No. 10-0467 where a service lag and a service lead were both not 

included in the calculations. 

Did Mr. Kahle address this issue in his rebuttal testimony? 

No, he only addressed the elimination of the service lag, not the service lead. 

AG/AARP witness Brosch continues to use his proposed revenue lag days in his 

calculation of CWC. Do you continue to disagree with this change? 

Yes, as I stated in my rebuttal testimony and as explained in the collection lag section of 

my testimony above, this is not appropriate. 

D. Intercompany Billing Lead 

Staff Witness Kahle, AG/AARP witness Brosch and CUB witness Smith continue to 

propose a longer lead time for Intercompany Billings than what CornEd actnally 

experiences. Has their rebuttal testimony caused you to change your position? 

No, nothing in their rebuttal testimony has changed my mind and their proposals are not 

reflective of ComEd's actual CWC requirements and should be rejected. Mr. Smith 

offered no new testimony in rebuttal but just reiterated his direct testimony. 
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In his rebnttal, Mr. Kahle continues to be of the opinion that CornEd's proposal is a 

form of cross-subsidization and Mr. Brosch continues to advocate that a cash 

working capital study of CornEd's affiliate Exelon Business Services Company 

("BSC") is appropriate. Why do you continue to disagree with their proposals? 

As I indicated in my rebuttal testimony, CornEd has calculated this lead based on actual 

billing amounts and payment dates experienced by CornEd in Calendar Year 2010. No 

other party has supplied any analysis showing anything to the contrary. In rebuttal, I also 

explained various reasons why their proposals should not be accepted and will not repeat 

all those reasons here. In the end, their proposals merely and arbitrarily add 

approximately 15 days to CornEd's proposed lead of 30.55 days without any basis or 

support. 

In rebuttal Mr. Kahle criticizes your rebuttal testimony in which you compared 

CornEd's Intercompany Billing lead to that of other major Illinois utilities' 

Intercompany Billing lead. How do you respond to his criticism? 

Mr: Kahle indicated that I provided no analysis to show that CornEd's "intercompany 

relations" are similar to the other utilities .. While I have not done any specific analysis of 

the other utilities' Intercompany Services, based on my experience it is my understanding 

that the majority of these types of services are corporate services such as legal, human 

resources, financial, information technology, etc., which is similar to that of CornEd. 
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AG/AARP witness Brosch and CUB witness Smith maintain their proposals 

regarding the nse of zero revenne lag days for Employee Benefits-Pension and 

OPEB. Do you continue to disagree with their proposal? 

Yes. Neither Mr. Brosch nor Mr. Smith provided any additional information regarding 

this issue in their rebuttal testimony. For all the reasons I discussed in my rebuttal 

testimony, their proposals are incorrect and should not be accepted by the ICC. 

F. Construction Work in Progress (CWIP) - Accounts Payable 

AG/AARP witness Brosch and CUB witness Smith continue to disagree with your 

treatment of non-AFUDC CWIP accounts payable at 12/31110. Has their rebuttal 

testimony changed yonr position on this item? 

No. 

Have Mr. Brosch and Mr. Smith changed their proposals in any way in rebuttal? 

Yes, in rebuttal. both are now proposing th.at the average balance for non-AFUDC CWIP 

related accounts payable during calendar year 20 I 0 should be included in the ewc 

calculations. 

Please comment on their rebuttal testimony and explain why you do not agree with 

their changed amount and continue to disagree in general with their inclusion of a 

full amount of accounts payable in the CWC calculation? 

Mr. Brosch and Mr. Smith both have misunderstood CornEd's request as it relates to 

non-AFUDC CWIP in rate base. Mr. Brosch's rebuttal testimony states: "Instead, the 

Company is requesting a general allowance for short-term eWIP that tends to exist on an 
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ongoing month-to-month basis." AG/AARP Ex. 3.0, lines 591-592. This is not correct. 

Ms Houtsma's rebuttal testimony states "Rather, the amount of CWIP included in rate 

base is a proxy for the amount that will exist in future periods". CornEd Ex. 12.0, 

18:412-413. She further adds " .... the December 31, 2010 balance is a reasonable 

representation of the balance of non-AFUDC CWIP that can be expected to exist at any 

future point in time." CornEd Ex. 12.0, 19:422-424. CornEd is not requesting ongoing 

non-AFUDC CWIP amounts but an amount that is reasonable for a point in time in the 

future. 

Why is the distinction between ongoing amounts and a point in time amount 

important? 

As explained in my rebuttal testimony, the impact on CWC should be the amount of 

vendor supplied financing. CornEd's request of only a proxy or reasonable amount for a 

point in time in the future would mean that the vendor supplied financing for that CWIP 

amount only exists for a short period oftime until the vendor is paid. 

In his rebuttal Mr. Kahle has adopted Mr. Brosch's proposal from his rebuttal 

testimony·to adjust cwe by the year-end eWIP accounts payable balance. Please 

comment. 

For all the reasons stated above and in my rebuttal, I do not agree with Mr. Kahle's 

proposal and it should be rejected. In addition, Mr. Brosch no longer is advocating his 

proposal made in direct and has changed his proposal in his rebuttal testimony. 

In responding to data request AG 10.17, have you determined that a small change is 

needed to yonr ewe calculations as it relates to eWIP - accounts payable? 
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Yes. I had an incorrect figure of $1,235,000 for the accounts payable balance related to 

non-AFUDC CWIP at December 31,2010. The proper amount of $1,399,000 has been 

included in the CWC calculations and in CornEd Ex. 25.1. I also should note that, if 

non-AFUDC CWIP is not included in rate base, then this adjustment should be 

eliminated from the CWC calculation entirely. 

G. 401K Match 

AG/AARP witnesses Effron and Brosch include iu their rebuttal testimouy au 

adjustment to ewe based ou a louger lead time for a portiou of the 401K match 

amouut. Do you agree with this proposal? 

Yes, I agree in theory with a longer lead time but I do not agree with the amount that 

Mr. Effron and Mr. Brosch have used. I also agree that the lead for this particular item is 

longer than that of the Employee Benefits - Other lead that I used in my original 

calculations. I have recalculated the lead for this item and have included it in my CWC 

calculations and it is now shown on a separate line in CornEd Ex. 25.1. However, 

Mr. Effron incorrectly used the full amount of the 401K match, but part of that amount is 

capitalized and would not impact CWe. The expense amount is $2,654,000 and I have 

included that amount in the CWC calculations. That amount was also properly removed 

from the original Employee Benefits - Other amount. 

Are there any other changes that are being made to the Employee Benefits - Other 

amount in rebuttal? 

In responding to certain AG data requests, CornEd notified me that the original number 

that I used in my CWC calculations for Employee Benefits - other had been revised in 
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rebuttal. The original amount I used was $52,652,000 and the corrected amount is 

$52,534,000 or a decrease of $118,000. The correct amount of $52,534,000, reduced for 

the 401K amount described above, has been used in my surrebuttal CWC calculation in 

ComEd Ex. 25.1. 

H. Impact of Curreut aud Deferred Income Taxes 

In your rebnttal, you made a change regarding how you handled the current aud 

deferred income taxes. Did any of the parties provide rebuttal testimony or take 

issue with your proposed treatment? 

No. I have reviewed the rebuttal testimony of AG/AARP witnesses Brosch and Effron, 

CUB witness Smith, IIEC witness Gorman and Staff witness Kahle and none of them 

included any rebuttal testimony regarding the proposal I made in rebuttal. 

Have you also reviewed the CWC calculations 'attached to the rebuttal testimony of 

Mr. Brosch and Mr. Kahle with respect to their treatment of the negative current 

and deferred income taxes? 

Yes, while not addressed in testimony, it appears that Mr. Brosch's calculation of the 

current and deferred taxes a~e in agreement with CornEd's proposal. 

What about Mr. Kahle's calculation? 

Mr. Kahle has not addressed the issue in his calculations either. As I indicated in my 

rebuttal testimony this treatment of the negative current income taxes and the applicable 

deferred taxes is necessary to properly exclude the amounts of negative current taxes 

because they are not a cash outflow in 20 I 0 and should have no impact on CWe. The 

final Order in this proceeding should include ComEd's treatment of this item. 
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Have you reviewed Staffs CWC calcnlation (ICC Staff Ex. 15.0, Schedule 15.01) 

and do you have any comments? 

Yes, there are three areas that require comment and correction. First, as described above 

in section H, Mr. Kahle did not address my proposal for handling the negative current 

state and federal income taxes and related deferred income taxes. His calculation of 

CWC has not included that proposal and therefore the impact of the negative current state 

and federal income taxes in his calculation is incorrect and has reduced the CWC amount 

by $9,178,000. Mr. Kahle's treatment of this item should not be adopted by the ICC in 

its final Order. Second, on page 2 of 3 of Schedule 15.01, on line 17 Mr. Kahle has 

eliminated a payroll expense in the amount of $231,425 from the total operating expense 

amount that is carried over and shown on page 1. The amount of $231,425 has been 

reduced by the vacation pay amount of $28,995 (page 3 of 3 of Schedule 15.01). By 

eliminating this amount from the payroll number and not including a separate amount of 

$28,995 as an elimination in the calculation of the other Operations and Maintenance 

amount on page 2 and carried over and shown on page I of Schedule 15.01, he has 

double counted the impact of the Incenfive Pay in the outflows being shown on page 1. 

This treatment is incorrect and has reduced the CWC amount by $5,308,000. 

Mr. Kahle's treatment of this item needs to be corrected in the final Order issued by the 

. ICC. Third, the summed amount for total outlays, column b, line 32 of Schedule 15.01, 

page I is a sum of lines 8 through 31 and should be a sum of lines 7 through 31. This 

should also be corrected in the final Order issued by the ICC. This formula does not 

impact the calculation of the CWC amount but should be made for presentation purposes. 
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Have you prepared an exhibit using CornEd's reveuues and expenses as updated in 

477 the surrebuttal testimony being filed in this proceeding and reflectiug the 

478 adjustment described in your surrebuttal testimony? 

479 A. Yes, I have prepared CornEd Ex. 25.1, which shows the amount of CWC calculated 

480 based on surrebuttal. The amount of CWC being requested based on the surrebuttal filing 

481 is $38,138,000 or a reduction of $1,669,000 from the amount requested in rebuttal 

482 CornEd Ex. 16.6. CornEd Ex. 25.1 is summarized below. 

CWC 
Line 

(A) (B) 

I REVE-m\E LAGS 
2 : LEADS 
3 OTHER NON liliVl'CNL NON : ITEMS - CASH 
4 VI 'l'CKNON liliVl'CNUJ< ,NON ITEMS - CASH OUTFLOW 
5 NON-AFUDC .INPI ; (CWIP) 

CASH WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENT -
6 Col (B) Line 1 - Col (B) Line 2 + Col (B) Line 3 - Col (B) Line 4 - Col (B) Line 5 $38,138,000 

483 

484 Q. Does this conclude your surrebuttal testimouy? 

485 A. Yes. 
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Commonweallh Edison Company 
Cash Working Capital Information 

IA) (8) (0) (0) IE) IC 
L, Description Source Am' lag (lead) . CWC Factor cwe Requirement 

(D) /365 (C)x(E) 
($ in 0005) (S in 0005) 

Receipts WPB-8 Revised 1.168.614 51.25 0.14041 164,086 

Collection of Non Revenue Non Expense lIems: 

Energy Assistance/Renewabte Energy Schedule B-8 Revised 46,376 51.25 0.14041 6,512 

Gross Receipts/Municipal Utitity Tax Schedute B-8 Revised 238,383 51.25 0.14041 33,472 

Illinois Excise Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 247,941 51.25 0.14041 34,614 

Infrastructure Maintenance Fee Schedule B-8 Revised 91,819 51.25 0.14041 12,692 

Other Revenues tf Any 0.00000 

Total Revenue and Non Revenue Receipts Sum of (Ln 1) thru (Ln 6) 1,793,133 251,776 

Outlays 
Base Payroll and Withholdings excluding vacation 
and incentive pay WPB_8 Revised 215,668 (15.os) (0.04123) (8,893) 

Vacation Expense WPB-S Revised 19,948 (15.05) (0.04123) (823) 

'" tncentive Pay Expense WPB-8 Revised and WP Ex. 16.6 26,995 (228.5(1) (0.62603) (18,152) 

" Employee Benefits _ Pension and OPEB WPB-8 Revised 112,785 0.00000 

" Employee Benefits _ other WP8-8 Revised 49,880 (4.95) (0.01356) (876) 

" 401K Match WPB-8 Revised and WP Ex. 25.1 2.654 (241.50) (0.66164) (1,756) 

" Inter Company Billings - less Pass Thrus WPB-B RevOsed 91,985 (30.55) (0.08368) (7,698) 

" Inter Company Billings - Pass Thrus WPB-8 RevOsed 32,391 (30.55) (0.08370) (2,711) 

" Property Leases WPB-8 Revised 29,778 (6.33) (0.01734) (518) 

17 Other O&M E~pense WPB-B Revised 242,503 (66.82) (0.19307) (44,395) 

" Property/Real Estate Taxes Schedule B-8 Revised 15.162 (339.12) (0.92910) (14,087) 

" FICA Contributions Schedule B-8 Revised 20,321 (15.05) (lI.04123) (838) 

" Federal Unemployment Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 234 (75.63) (0.20721) (48) 

" State Unemployment Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 371 (75.63) (0.20721) <'0 

" Electricity Distribution Tax Sohedule B-8 Revised 66,890 (30.13) (0.08255) (5,522) 

" State Franchise Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 1,582 (190.67) (0.52238) (826) 

24 City of Chicago Dark FiberTax Sohedule B-8 Revised 0.00000 

25 State Public Ulility Fund Schedule B_8 Revised 3,869 (37.67) (0.10321) (399) 

" illinois Sales and Use Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 561 (2.66) (0.00729) (4) 

" Chicago Sales and Use Tax Schedule B-8 Revised " (37.46) (0.10263) 0) 

" Interest Expense St:hedlAe C-5.4 233.015 (91.13) (0.24967) (58,177) 

" Current St8te Income Tax (37.88) (0.10378) 

" Current Federal Income Tax (37.88) (0.10378) 

" Other Outlays If Any 0.00000 

Payment of Non Revenue Non Expense Items: 

" Energy Assistance/Renewable Energy Schedule B-6 Revised 46,376 (40.69) (0.11148) (5,170) 

" Gross Receipts/Municipal Utility Tax Schedule 8-8 Revised 238.383 (44.22) (0.12115) (28,880) 

" Illinois Excise Tax Schedule B-8 Revised 247,941 (4.12) (0.01129) (2.799) 

" Infrastructure Maintenance Fee Schedule B-8 Revised 91,819 (43.46) (0.11907) (10.933) 

'" Other Outlays 

37 Total Outlays Sum ol(ln 8) thru (In.36) 1,793,132 (213.382) 

" Receipls less Olltlays (In 7) _ (Ln 37) 

'" Accts Payable Related to eWIP Schedule B_8 Revised 1.399 (66.82) (0.18307) $ (256) 

40 Total CWC Requirement- Surrebuttal (In 7)'" (In 37) ... (In 39) • ~. 38.138 

41 ewe Requirement _ Rebullal 39,807 

" Change In CWC (1.669) 


